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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes an effective recognition system
which recognizes the mixed document consisting of
handwritten Knreadalphanumeric texts and graphic
images. In the preprocessing step, an input image is
binarized by the proposed thresholding scheme, then
graphic and character regions are separated by using
chain codes of connected components. In the character
recognition step, to recognize Korean characters, we use
the branch and bound algorithm based on DP matching.
Also we recognize alphanumeric characters using several
robust features. Finally, to validate recognition results, we
use a dictionary and knowledge employed in a recognition
step. Computer simulation with several test documents
shows that the proposed algorithm recognizes effectively
handwritten mixed texts.

INTRODUCTION
Data pmcessing by computers has expanded its
influence on every part of modern information society. It
overcomes human limitations in several respects, c.g.. in
speed and performance of accumulation, retrieval, and
management of information. It has taken an honorable
part in leading modem information society, however, it
has drawbacks. The computer cannot come up to man's
capability in various applications such a s information
recognition, analysis, input/output data prcressing, and s o
on.
Generally, a mixed document contains graphics a s well
a s text. In addition, in Korea we commonly deal with
mixed texts consisting of different sets of characters, e.g.,
Korean characters, alphanumeric characters, and Chinese
characters. Many papers on handwritten character
recognition have been published, but most of them have
dealt with only onc sct of characters.'"
This paper proposes an effective recognition system
which recognizes the mixed document consisting of
handwritten Koreadalphanumeric texts and graphic
images. In the prepror.cssing stcp, an input imajic is
binarized by the proposed thresholding scheme, then
gmphic and character regions are separated by using
chain codes of connected components. Separated Korean
characters are merged depending on partial recognition
results based on their character types and sizes. T o
recognize Korean characters, we use the branch and

bound algorithm based on DP matching costs. Also we
recognize alphanumeric characters using scvcral robust
features. Finally, to correct wrong rccognition results, we
use a dictionary and knowledge employed in a recognition
step.

PREPROCESSING
The proposed algorithm consists of the preproccssing
and recognition steps. In the preprocessing step, each
character is extracted from an input document image.
First, an input image is binarized by using an adaptive
thresholding scheme. Then, graphic regions and isolated
characters are extracted.
1. Binarization
Although
binarization

is

impnrtant

in

thc

preproccssing, the common scheme suppnrtcd by
commercial scanners is far from satisfactory: merging and
distnrtion arisc by the simple binarization scheme
employed.
In this paper. to find the valley of the gray level
histogram of an image, wc propclsc the binarization
algorithm based on the water flow model. Hy analogy, an
intensity image is regarded a s a tcrrain. Pools or deep
valleys are considered a s the character regions, and other
regions are considcred a s background rcgiclns. After it
rains over the terrain, rain flows into the lower terrain.
Then water in the shallow pool is evaporated. In this
paper, using the water flow model, we apply a simple
rule to binarization of an input document.

2. Extraction of graphic regions
In the binarized document. graphic regions must be
extracted. Based on the size and geometry of the
connected components, these regions are extracted. Rdirectional chain codes of connected components are
employed to track only edges (boundaries) of connected
components. The size of the minimum bounding rectangle
(MRR) encompassing the connected components is used
to extract graphic regions, in which statistics of the size
of connected components is used and the numhcr of
character regions in a document are assumed to bc more
than that of graphic regions.

3. Extraction of isolated characters

In the document with graphic regions separated,
isolated characters are extracted by chain codes. In
general, a character consists of a few connected
components. In extracting isolated characters, these
connected components have to be grouped based on
relationship between them, their geometric forms and
partial recognition results.
In Korean character recognition, if two connected
components are positioned along the vertical direction,
they are merged. 'l'o merge a vertical vowel, we use not
only the positional relationship between phonemes but
also the partial recognition results of a vertical vowel in
order not to confuse the type of a character set: e.g.,
alphanumeric character or Korcan vertical vowel.

4. Thinning
13ecause the proposed recognition algorithm is based
on the stmke analysis, a thinning algorithm is needed. In
the proposed character recognition system, each separated
character is skeletonized by the safe-point thinning
algorithm (sPTA).'" This algorithm does not deteriorate
the geometric structure of strokes, and preserves the
connectivity of strokes.
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In this paper, we pmpose an efficient algorithm that
analyzes the mixed document consisting of the
handwritten Korcan/alphanumeric texts and graphic
images. As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed document
analysis svstem for two differcnt character sets is
proposed based on the graph search algorithm minimizing
the DP matching costs. Each stage of an algoritl~m is
described briefly a s follows.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed document analysis
1. Classification of different character sets

Because the mixed document considered in this paper
consists of two different sets of characters, e.g., Korean
and alphanumeric characters, we adopt suitable
recognition algorithms for each character set. Thus the
determination whether an input character is a Korean or
alphanumeric character is important and required.
Using several features such a s the numbers of end
and branch points, we determine whether the separated
character is a Korean or alphanumeric character. Except
for 'i' and 'j', alphanumeric characters consist of a single
connected component with the number of end points n,
less than 5. But due to distortion or variation of writing
style, the redundant end points can be generated. In case
of Korean characters, a character consisting of one
connected component with nr less than 3 docs not exist.
Thus this character is passed into an alphanumeric
character recognition routine. If a character consists of a
single connected component with n, larger than 2, l i s t of
all, it is passed into the alphanumeric character
recognition routine: if it is not recognized, then it is
passed into a Korean character recognition routine.
Otherwise, it is passed into a Korean character

system.
recognition routine. If an alphanumeric character other
than 'i' and 'j' is split due to distortion, this algorithm
can not recognize it. 'i' and 'j' arc classified by the ratio
of width to height of a character.

2. Recognition of Korean characters
In case of a Korean character, segments are extracted
from character strokes after thinning. At first, the
segment is defined a s a set of black points between end,
cross, o r brcak points. Next, from these segments straight
are
generated
by
using
polygonal
segments
approximation.'" For effective matching, a graph is
constructed with these straight segments according to
their positional relationships.
In Korean characters, structural analysis is important
for the proposed structural algorithm. Korean characlcrs
consist structurally of a few phonemes, and each
phoneme consists of primitive strokes and phonemes, The
proposed algorithm uses attributes of segments and
relationship between segments. As attributes, length,
linearity, and direction of segments are adopted. As
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Table 1. Possible touching between Korean phonemes.
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Fig. 2. Classification diagram of head consonants.
relationships, conncctcdness, change of direction, and
positional relationship of segments arc employed. We
define the prirnitive phoneme by the phoneme which has
a connection bctwcen segments. I*?xtcnded phonemcs are
defined by phonemcs generated by adding a few
segments to prirnitivc phonemcs. Fig. 2 shows a
classification diagram of head consonants. 'l',' I - ' , and
'0'are primitive phonemes described by the connectivity
of segments whereas 'LI', ' I . ' , and ' a ' are ones
represented by primitive straight segments. Other
phonemes are extended phonemcs.
1'0 extract each primitive phoneme, we use a branch
and bound algorithm bas& on Ill'
'The
syntactic mcth(xl has difficulty in recognizing the
distortnl handwritten characters due to simple adoption of
prirnitive p;~ttcrns and their relationships. Whereas the
statistical method can copc with distortion or loss of
strokcs, however, fcature extraction itself is difficult. So,
we use the hybrid mcthtd employing the syntactic and
statistical methods. Phoneme cxtraction is accomplished
by the branch and bound algorithm, where the DP
matching based on the cost function is uscul. The angle
difference and the ratio of Icngths bctwcen input and
reference patterns are employed a s matching features. 13y
finding thc optimal path based on 111' matching, a set of
segments of a phoneme is extracted. Computer simulation
shows that the proposed algorithm is robust to
complexity of strokes, distnrtion or loss caused by the
thinning scheme or writing style.
Not only recognition of the primitivc phonemc but also
determination of a set of segments corresponding to each
segment of the reference phoneme can be achieved
successfully. In case of Korean characters, due to
touching between phonemes the extraction by DP
matching alone may fail. T o solve this problem, we use
the labeling in DP matching by considering the possibility
of touching between phonemes. This possibility is listed
in Table 1. According to the labcling with Table I, the
next phoneme is extracted correctly.
The proposed algorithm recognizes the primitive
phoneme based on DP matching'" and branch and bound
algorithm, and recognizes extended phonemes based on
the syntactic method.
In casc of Korean characters, bottom consonants must
be considered for recognizing a vowel because Korean
characters have a t least one vowel and the form of the
bottom consonant depends on the vowe~.'~'Especially,
recognition of the horizontal vowel is difficult due to the
touching between the horizontal vowel and bottom
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consonant. In the proposed algorithm, the vertical vowel
is recognized first, then the horizontal vowel is
recognized, if any.

3. Recognition of alphanumcric ~ h a r a c t c r s ' ~ " '
In casc of alphanumeric characters, we use several
features such a s the number of color change, distance,
and thinning features. 13y using the minimum or
maximum value of each featurc, we can build the
recognizer to cope successfully with distnrtcd handwritten
characters. The recognized character is passed Lo the
postprocessing stage whereas the character not recognized
so far is passed to the Korean character rccognition step,
a s shown in Fig. I .
4. Postprocessing with a dictionary
In the postprocessing stage, wc use a dictionary to
correct wrong recognition rcsulls. While this stage is
important for text rccognition, it is difficult to apply
postprocessing to Korean characters because of variation
of a declinable word and postposition. In matching with a
dictionary, candidate words arc chcckcd by various
information based on a similarity mcasurc bctwcen
phonemes. Experimental results show that the rccognition
rate is increased by this postprocessing stage.

EXPERIMENTAL. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We simulate experiments on a workstation R-4000
using C language. The recognition rate is over 98?6 for
12 test images that contain Korean and alphanumeric
characters a s well a s graphic and table images.
Fig. 3(a) shows a mixed document consisting of a
graphic part, and text part which contains handwritten
Korean and alphanumeric characters. It is obtained from a
scanner with 300 dots per inch (dpi) and 256 gray levels.
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show the individual character
separation result and the recognition result of Fig. 3(a),
respectively. In Fig. 3(b), it is difficult tn separate 'Tank'
by the conventional scheme, because 'Ta' is overlapped
on the vertical projection space. But using the proposed
method, we can extract individual character correctly.
Note that Fig. 3(c) shows no error in text recognition.
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(b) Binarization and character isolation.

(c) Recognition result.
Fig. 3. Simulation results for a handwritten mixed
document 1 containing a graphic image.

CONCLUSION
We develop an efficient analysis system for mixed
documents consisting of handwritten Korean/alphanumeric
texts and graphic images. In this paper, we present the
preprocessing algorithm that can effectively separate and
extract texts from graphic images. The Korean character
can be recognized by using a graph search algorithm
based on DP matching. Also the syntactic method based
on the phoneme matching results and positional
relationships between phonemes are employed. In addition,
the performance is further improved by using a
dictionary. Computer simulations with several test
documents show that the proposed document analysis
system recognizes effectively handwritten texts a s well a s
printed ones. Future work will focus on development of
the effective postprocessing scheme employing high-level
knowledge such a s syntax analysis and semantics.
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